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ABSTRACT
In June 1998, the remains of Scattered Village, site 32MO31, were unexpectedly encountered in a
federally supported street renovation project on First Street NE in the City of Mandan, North Dakota. This
discovery led to an emergency salvage (data recovery) program involving fieldwork, laboratory analysis,
and technical reporting funded jointly by the City of Mandan and federal dollars through the North Dakota
Department of Transportation. The project was executed as a collaborative effort between Metcalf
Archaeological Consultants, Inc. (MAC) and PaleoCultural Research Group (PCRG) in which MAC took
the lead role in execution of fieldwork and PCRG the lead role in execution of lab work and technical
reporting of both field and lab phases of the project. Fieldwork occurred in phases that involved (1) rapidly
testing and isolating significant, intact parts of the site that lay between the street curb and the outer edge of
the street ROW, (2) excavation of samples of those deposits, and (3) salvage of isolated features discovered
while monitoring construction activities. Excavation occurred in eight block areas that sampled the remains
of three earthlodge locations (two were burned) as well as middens and outside-house deposits of various
kinds. A large number of pit features, several hearths, 13 human interments, numerous postmolds, and
several other features were excavated, as well as of large volumes of artifact-rich non-feature fill.
Altogether, controlled excavation totaled almost 68 m3 of fill, all processed with field flotation or fine
waterscreen recovery.
Both a location referred to as “Scattered Village” and a location referred to as “Crying Hill Village”
(perhaps the same location) are mentioned in the oral traditions of certain subgroups of both the Mandans
and the Hidatsas. Both villages are mentioned as once existing at about the spot where this excavation took
place in the eastern part of the City of Mandan. A major research focus was therefore to determine how the
excavated site related to oral traditions and if this was a Mandan or an Hidatsa community. Other goals
were to date the occupation as precisely as possible, examine cultural and technological change within the
period of site occupation, and present detailed descriptive information about the site contents useful for
continuing comparative study. Lab work focused on detailed analysis of artifacts and materials from about
43 m3 or about 63% of the controlled excavated sample; the balance of the remains have been archived for
continuing research. A large number of radiocarbon dates and a small but highly significant sample of
Euroamerican trade artifacts date the occupation period as being from the very late AD 1500s to about AD
1700. Large ceramic, stone, faunal, bone, shell, and botanical collections were analyzed in detail by a team
of specialists. No firm conclusion is reached regarding ethnic association of the village, because the pottery
collection is stylistically quite distinct from available Mandan and Hidatsa comparative samples, and the
chipped stone and modified bone/antler industries are also equally distinct from the same comparative
assemblages. The pottery sample contains an unusual boat-shaped vessel; this and melted pots on the floor
of a burned earthlodge provide useful public interpretive materials. Stone tools of bipolar technology are
abundant and apparently relate to unusual techniques for fashioning scapula hoes and pressure flakers, and
also involve antler bracelet production that was prominent at the site. Vertebrate, shellfish, and botanical
collections document shifts through time in subsistence base characterized by decreasing emphasis on bison
and cultivated crops and increasing emphasis on smaller mammal, fish, shellfish, and gathered wild plant
resources. Microfaunal remains are taxonomically unbalanced, indicating a highly altered and disturbed
landscape around the village. The overall picture is one of a community existing within a changing
environment and gradually making accommodations to those changes by shifts in subsistence focus. The
artifacts and information now in hand from the Scattered Village Project provide an excellent base for
developing public education programs that could include museum displays and video productions.
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PREFACE
During the summer of 1998, the City of Mandan, North Dakota, undertook the First Street
Improvement Project. This construction project involved replacement of pavement, curbs, and sidewalks
and upgrading of sewer, gas, and electrical utility connections for residents and businesses along First
Street. The project extended for 20 city blocks along First Street NE and First Street NW, extending from
the intersection with Mandan Avenue on the east to 7th Avenue NW on the west. Work involved much
earthmoving in the form of removal and replacement of fill below the old street pavement, excavation of
many new utility trenches, and substantial landscaping work in curb and sidewalk areas.
In June 1998, early in the course of this construction work, it became clear that a major prehistoric
archaeological site beneath the existing street and within the city right-of-way was being impacted by
construction. A quick search of existing site records indicated that this site was probably the location
referred to as Scattered Village or Crying Hill Village (assigned site number 32MO31), and at the time only
vaguely located as being beneath the east end of the City of Mandan. Construction work had progressed too
far for any treatment to be implemented other than emergency salvage archaeological excavation. Such an
excavation program was begun in July and finished in September 1998, causing some rescheduling of
construction tasks but no serious delay in the overall construction program.
Scattered Village was a settlement containing earthlodges and occupied by farmers and bison
hunters from late in the sixteenth century through the seventeenth century (a classic Plains Village
archaeological site as discussed by Lehmer [1971] and many other regional treatments). This particular
settlement is apparently mentioned in both Mandan and Hidatsa oral traditions that describe their respective
histories of living near the mouth of Heart River. As typical of such archaeological sites, the village
contained complex structural remains and dense deposits of artifacts and refuse. While the emergency
excavation program was carried out rapidly, the study of recovered artifacts and information was slowerpaced and occurred over the course of the following three years. The chapters that follow constitute the
final report on those investigations, describing the fieldwork program in detail, discussing the research
topics that guided the study of artifacts, and presenting the results of all analytic investigations.
The first chapter describes the setting of the Scattered Village site and summarizes pertinent
knowledge about this location deriving from historic records and native traditions. Chapter 2 is a lengthy
and thorough treatment of all phases of the fieldwork program, summarizing how it proceeded and what
was learned from the vast array of information collected during excavation. In the field, it was a
challenging task to simply find and isolate the most productive and informative parts of the village that
remained undisturbed beneath former city sidewalks. The village proved to have considerable time depth,
and small exposures of several different kinds of layered settlement features were encountered in the street
work (remnants of earthlodges, sheet middens, borrow areas, and major trash dumps). Chapter 3 presents
the research design for the project, which was fully developed only after sufficient analysis has been
completed for us to understand chronological relationships in several parts of the excavated samples.
We conducted radiocarbon dating in two phases in an attempt to achieve the greatest gain from this
important analytic tool. Pottery and trade artifacts are probably the most chronologically sensitive artifacts
in the site. We could assess the meaning of trade artifacts only after all the small glass beads and metal
pieces were meticulously sorted in the lab from the screened residue. Straightforward interpretation of
pottery as a time marker has been confounded by the likely presence and mixture of two potting traditions
at villages such as Scattered near the Heart River where both local Mandans and immigrating Hidatsas
record periods of residence. In this instance, we could not immediately interpret pottery in the field and use
it to order the age of the houses and pits as they were excavated. It eventually became clear that sorting out
Mandan and Hidatsa material culture and their possible combined presence at Scattered Village was in fact
a major research goal, as we discuss in Chapter 3, and we took care to design the pottery study so as not to
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build circular reasoning into its outcome. These complexities are the reason that the research design could
not be completed until substantial analysis had occurred.
Chapter 4 gives a detailed discussion of general laboratory procedures and how we dealt, when
necessary, with the task of selecting only a sample of excavated material for most intensive study. Chapter
5 is designed in part for the general reader but also for the benefit of the several specialists who each
analyzed portions of the collection. In this section we present and evaluate all of the available information
regarding the chronological age of different parts of the site (trade artifacts density, radiocarbon dates,
pottery, etc.), and we present what we call an “analytic unit structure” for the site. The analytic unit
structure describes how we have chosen to package the physical information from the site, according to
time units and different kinds of depositional contexts, to allow the most informative treatment of the
identified research topics.
The remaining chapters of the report, constituting the bulk of the document, present and discuss
results of various kinds of analyses conducted with material remains recovered during excavations.
Chapters 6 through 10 deal with vertebrate (bone) and invertebrate (shell) remains that reflect primarily the
subsistence pursuits of village occupants and to a lesser degree natural plant and animal remains
incorporated into the site deposits. Chapters 6 and 7, by zooarchaeologists Kathryn Cruz-Uribe and Carl
Falk, respectively, present and interpret data about the remains of mammals, fish, birds, and other animals
that contain evidence about the role that hunting and trapping played in the lives of the village occupants.
Bison are easily the dominant animal resource procured by the villagers, complemented by a host of smaller
species. When this suite of materials is studied comparatively with nearby Slant Village, parallel patterns
of shifts through time toward greater use of smaller species are revealed in both sites. Freshwater clams,
discussed in Chapter 10, while numerous, probably reflect only a minor part of the food resources procured
by occupants of Scattered Village. Most significantly, the use of local shellfish increased through time,
paralleling the pattern of shift toward greater use of smaller animal packages during the history of site use.
Holmes A. Semken, Jr., presents data on a particular subset of the animal remains – micromammals, such as
rodents and insectivores – with an eye toward what these small creatures tell us about the environment
around the village. The picture is an interesting one, likened to the disturbed landscape around a modern
strip mine. In Chapter 9 Robert Nickel analyzes a sample of the abundant charred seeds and other botanical
materials that represent some of the wild and cultivated plant food resources used by the villagers. He
examines, in particular, the hypothesis that the village was used by immigrants from the east unfamiliar
with corn farming, and finds no support for this idea in the botanical remains.
The next six chapters present information about the artifacts and material culture of the occupants
of Scattered Village. Pottery always receives great attention from the archaeologist, and we make no
exception in the current treatment in Chapter 11. Existing ways for classifying pottery had to be modified
to accommodate the Scattered Village collection, and the sample was examined in detail for changes
through time and for the differences or similarities it could reveal between Scattered and nearby
communities such as that of the Mandans at Slant Village. Highlights of this study lie in partial
reconstruction of several vessels that were crushed and melted in a burning earthlodge, and the
reconstruction of a highly unusual oval or boat-shaped pot. Studies of stone tools and flaking debris
(Chapter 12) provide insights regarding stone procurement areas used by the villagers and as well as distant
areas, mostly far to the west and southwest, contacted or exploited by the villagers. Distinctively crushed
and splintered bipolar cores and tools make up an unusually large part of the stone tool sample, and it is
only from analysis of modified bone and antler artifacts that a partial explanation for their existence
emerges. Bipolar stone objects were used as punches for shaping and fabricating many bone tools, such as
scapula hoes and pressure flakers made from the bison ribs. A surprisingly well-developed industry in the
manufacture of delicate antler bracelets was revealed in the collection. A very small but highly important
sample of glass beads and small metal tools obtained through indirect trade with Euroamericans occurs in
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the site. This is one of the earliest and chronologically best documented trade artifact samples from
anywhere in the Northern Plains.
During fieldwork, the project team learned about discoveries of human burials along First Street NE
that had occurred occasionally during the past century. Therefore, it was not unexpected when human
remains were encountered in our excavations. These were treated with respect and in accordance with
North Dakota laws and regulations regarding such discoveries. With agreement from members of the North
Dakota Intertribal Reinterment Committee, the human remains were recorded and removed from the
ground, were briefly studied by a physical anthropologist, and were then transferred to appropriate members
of the Three Affiliated Tribes for reburial. In Chapter 17, John Williams provides a description and study
of the human burials discovered during the project. His study provides important information relevant to
two topics. The first relates to the identity of the people who lived in Scattered Village, when it was a
living community, as revealed through information about their facial and cranial features as well as cultural
practices associated with treatment of the dead. The second has to do with evidence regarding the general
health of the village population as documented in maladies (or the lack thereof) that leave their traces in the
teeth and bones of a deceased individual.
The concluding chapter of this report (Chapter 18) provides a brief summary of the major findings,
many of which have just been touched upon here. One disappointment is that we really cannot say with
certainty who the people were who built and lived in Scattered Village. Oral traditions and written
historical records regarding various subgroups of the Mandans and Hidatsas are simply too complex,
contradictory, or incomplete to provide a clear answer. The material record is surprising in its complexity
and dissimilarity to information currently available for comparison from the known contemporaneous
villages built by the Mandans near Heart River or the Hidatsas near Knife River. It seems that the task of
understanding prehistoric village archaeology at Heart River grows more complex and challenging rather
than more straightforward. This is not really a setback, however, but rather is a statement about how new
knowledge bares the complexity of the intertwined cultural pathways of all people who lived at Heart River
during the past several hundred years.
The final chapter closes with an appeal to bring the fruits of this project – new information, new
discoveries, new knowledge – full circle to the residents of the City of Mandan and the state of North
Dakota (and the nation) who have consciously or unknowingly supported the Scattered Village research
endeavor through public funding. North Dakota Department of Transportation archaeologist Robert
Christensen, a resident of the City of Mandan, has reported persistent questions from fellow citizens
wishing to know, “What was found? What was discovered? What did we learn?” These are very
legitimate questions, and in the final section of the report we suggest two of perhaps several ways we can
convey our answers. One recommendation is to develop a museum display within the City of Mandan that
focuses on the First Street construction and archaeological project and its discoveries and interpretations.
Such a display would center on presentations of the actual potsherds, charred corn cobs, bipolar tools, antler
bracelets, flint chipping tools, arrowpoints, trade beads, and other objects that form the fabric of the
Scattered Village project. Another recommendation is to develop a video or similar digital/graphic
production that tells the story of the project, and that can be seen by perhaps a much wider audience than
those able to visit a museum on First Street in Mandan. In meetings in October and November 2001, the
City of Mandan, the North Dakota Department of Transportation, and several other involved parties
expressed unanimous support for a concrete, funded plan that would bring the results of this project, in the
broadest sense, to the people of North Dakota. When such a plan is completed, we can rightly consider this
project a success for all.
Stanley A. Ahler
March 2002
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